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TRENDS

DESIGNING
FOR THE

FUTURE
An exclusive preview of some of the leading European Design Studios
recently completed projects, and future concepts.

The design of cabin interiors and exterior liveries is the privileged area of
creation in business aviation. A long-time supporter of designers’ creative spirit,
Altitudes has invited some of the leading European Studios to unveil their latest
concepts. Some of these projects are actual aircraft currently undergoing
completion in various Completion Centers, others have just been re-delivered to
their owners, and the rest are concepts developed to inspire customers. This
exclusive spread was made possible thanks to a special relationship developed
with some designers over the years, may they all be thanked here.

By Sylvie Péron
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Pierrejean Design Studio
Private Boeing 747-8
Jacques Pierrejean’s concept for the
cabin of a Boeing 747-8 with its mezzanine, on the cover of this issue of Altitudes Europe magazine, is a good
example of the volume and the enormous possibilities available inside the
cabin of the biggest aircraft on the
market today.
Founded by French designer Jacques
Pierrejean, the Studio with bases in
Paris and Nice, has a 30-year experience in interior design. Six persons are
employed on a permanent basis, often
joined by additional freelancers.
They have had the opportunity to work
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on some of the world’s most exclusive
aircraft and yacht projects and were selected recently to design the first private Boeing Business Jet B747-800
and the first Dreamliner B787-800.
“We have had, my team and I, the opportunity to work on some of the
world’s most exciting aircraft projects,”
says Pierrejean. “Our experience includes helicopters, Global Express,
Learjet, the whole range of Dassault
Falcons, Airbus and Boeing aircraft…”
The Design Studio created interiors for
25 narrow and wide bodies-aircraft.
Some of them were designed for head

of states such as for the French, Italian,
Spanish and Qatar governments; and
private owners such as H.H the Emir of
Qatar, the Prime Minister of Qatar , Mr
Berlusconi and many other clients …..
THE PROJECT: A BOEING 747-8 VVIP
“Create a trendy evolutive environment
for day cruise and night time!”
“Our first research is mainly based on
an accurate layout, perfectly adapted
to the quality of living requested
aboard. It should enhance space with
multifunctional areas, provide refined
amenities so as to create a feeling of in-
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timacy, comfort and well-being to the
passengers.”
“A new environment requires new
shapes, new functions, materials and
textures... We are therefore currently
working with various manufacturers to
develop innovative ideas for seats, furniture, fabrics, laminates, carpets... in
total compliance, of course, with the
aeronautical regulations.
Besides, we are also involved in new
lighting concepts which we believe
should not only emphasize space, add
value but also create peaceful and a
welcoming atmosphere, stimulate

The owner’s request
was to create a trendy
evolutive environment for
day cruise and night time

energy, provide confidence and relaxation, suggest symbolic cycles of the sun
with creative scenarios associated to a
combination of subtle color schemes...
and make every moment of life aboard
so specific and highly enjoyable. Our
concept is based on a convertible space
between day flight and night flight.
We get our inspiration from the infinite
richness of various cultures, combination of talents, curiosity and know-how,
exchange of ideas and integration of
the latest technologies.
We create a real synergy for the benefit
of both the project and ourselves.”
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